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Zara catches Simon looking through some pictures on his phone.  She demands to see and 
teases him for having a sneaky peak at pictures of Will.  Zara is as arch as ever but there is a 
twinkle in her eye and she admits that she thought he was mad to miss out on romance with 
Todd, is this guy as good a catch as the American?  Simon glows.  Zara suggests that he 
doesn’t screw it up this time then.  Not long later, Will turns up unexpectedly at The Mill.  
There have been some shift changes and he’s suddenly got an afternoon to himself and he 
couldn’t think of anywhere he’d rather be than with Simon.  Simon is delighted to bunk off 
an afternoon of paperwork and together they go out for a red letter afternoon (Simon takes 
Will to the Planetarium – a bit sheepish to share his passion with Will but Will loves it and 
totally gets it.  Perhaps Simon knows the owner and they get to kiss under the stars).  In an 
unguarded moment Simon tells Will that he loves him.  Its one of those ‘said accidentally’ 
moments and as Will gives off a wave of concern, Simon backtracks – sorry didn’t mean it, 
its too early etc.  But then Will reassures him that he thinks he also loves Simon.  It’s just the 
first time he’s ever really been ‘in love’ and he’s scared.  This is an enormous relief to Simon 
who admits that the thunderbolt has never struck for him either.  They both discuss their 
former fears that they might never meet another man to love and that the gay world has often 
seemed intimidating and loveless.  These tender confessions give their relationship a whole 
new dimension so it’s with great reluctance that Will has to tell Simon that he’s working right 
through the bank holiday weekend.  Simon says that it’s always guys like him without 
children that get lumbered with the holidays.  They kiss each other a very fond farewell.  But 
when we see Will returning home, we are shocked to discover that he has a wife and child 
(obscured to solve later casting problems – heads under duvets?).  He acts as though 
everything is totally normal. 
 
Ruth arrives at work feeling edgy, she’s working with Michelle and she’s tempted to talk to 
her about her concerns that Smithy might be off his meds.  However, she’s conflicted because 
she feels she should be able to cope with this on her own.  When she calls Smithy, he is 
manically excited and full of plans for Easter which are again alarmingly over the top, he’s 
baking simnel cake, he’s organising a easter egg hunt and he’s going to buy her the most 
easter eggs she’s ever seen in her life.  Ruth is very wary and urges him not to go over the 
top.  This has fuelled her concerns and she goes to Michelle but unfortunately Michelle has 
been on her own journey (perhaps connected with the guest story) teaching her that you 
shouldn’t meddle and its often best to give people their heads so she backs away from Ruth’s 
tentative attempt to confide her concerns about Smithy.  When Ruth returns home, things are 
as extravagant and chaotic as she feared.  The room is full of a ridiculous number of easter 
eggs, more than anyone could ever eat, the house is a mess and Smithy’s elaborate easter egg 
hunt has completely taken over.  Smithy only wishes that they had some children to enjoy all 
this.  Ruth is frustrated by the mess, alarmed that his idea that they should have children 
seems so concrete and she’s now quite certain that he’s off his meds. But when she 
challenges him, he gets angry at her for being a spoilsport after he’s spent all day trying to 
give her the perfect Easter weekend.  He shows her the plaster on his butt from his injection – 
proof!  He storms off leaving Ruth with no idea what to do next.  Smithy becomes 
increasingly manic as he leaves the flat and later we see him breaking into a family home.  
He makes his way up to the nursery where he menacingly stares at a vulnerable little baby 
girl.  HOOK 
 


